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CharlesSandersPeirce advanceda conceptualframework that used something
difference to ground his conceptionsof God, phenomento the ontological
analogous
-primal
ontologicai categories of firstness, secondness,and
otogyl anA the three
WhereasHeidegger spoke of the difference between Being and a being,
;;i"fi;;.
Peircestruggled toward an aCtno*ledgment of the abyss separating the sheer
qualities, traits, and
Aittu..n." 6i origin, both cosmic and phenomenal, from the
po*.ir-.""ifust ;ithin nature and its innumerable orders. His conception of God, as
wewill see,oscillatesbetween a classicalview that would equateGod with the highest
goodthat ii manifest here and now and a processview that would seeGod as an eject
irom the primal state of ontological possibility. on the process reading, God is
stretchedb"t*u.n the powers of the hidden origin and the emergent rationality that
is promised at the end of the evolutionary process. God is lnique among the
nature in participating in both sidesof the ontological difference'
,otipfui.t;f
---invokes its own veJsionof the ontologicaldiffe-rencewhen it speaks
ii"i*"tism
1988&
of the difierence between nature natured and nature naturing (cf. Corrington
writings
and
Peirce's
within
unsaid
the
iigg). in r"nse, this distinction remains
-thus
" an ambiguous way to illuminate the gulf separatingoff the orders of the
op.i"t.t in
*oitO fro111the prilmal unmLdiated origin (firstness) that is nature naturing' The
in
tensionsbetween these two fundamenial dimensions of nature become acute
i,uii..'t philosophical theology, with its implied semiosis of the holy, where this
generatesproblems
unr.id pi.rupposition of thought, precisely becauseit is unsaid,
in his conceptualportrayal of dod. His seeminginability to choosebetween a classical
unO pto..rs theism stems from his lack of clarity conce,rning the ontological
"
and the role it must play in shaping all other categories.In what follows we
difference
will focus on these tensionsand their possibleamelioration'
Peirce's conception of God, while incomplete and fragmentary, representsa
seriousattempt to iniegrate the general traits of the divine nature into a conception
and
of an evolving and goai directed-universe.In his detailed analysesof continuity
triumphal
the
stressed
that
God
of
account
an
ieitce
developed
ioue,
.nofutionnry
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manifestation of Reasonwithin the emergentgeneralsof the world. The convergence
of evolution toward the Reasonableper se, while not denying the perennial irruptions
of novelty and the creation of new and more plastic habits, marks the path of the
divine within the innumerable complexesof the world. The God of nature emerges
into its plenitude through the evolutionary processesthat take place alongsideof the
divine nature and it is meaningful to say that the divine is one of nature's products.
From this it follows that Peirce had to reject the traditional notion of creatio ex nihilo
with its assumptionthat the divine is in all sensesprior to the innumerable orders of
the world.
Of course,Peirce usedthe traditional languageof "nothingnessnor "nothing-inparticular-ness" [Cf. 6.217 & 6.200] in pointing to the original condition prior to
cosmogenesisbut he invested this nothingnesswith tendenciesand possibilities that
are themselves evocative of diversity and secondness.Sometimes he equated
nothingnesswith chaoswhile at other times he gave nothingnessa separateontological
status.Consider his 1893 "Rejoinder to Dr. Carusn,where he argued that his concept
nchaosnis prior to existence
of "absolutechance"or
I6.612'J:
Even this nothingness,though it antecedesthe infinitely distant absolute
beginning of time, is traced back to a nothingnessmore rudimentary still,
in which there is no variety, but only an indefinite specificability, which
is nothing but a tendency to the diversification of the nothing, while
leaving it as nothing as it was before.
Existence emergesout of nothingnessas the protean chaos gives birth to orders of
resistancewhich in turn generate habits of increasing scope and efficacy. Peirce's
nothingnessis intrinsically self-othering and is constituted by innumerable potencies
that must manifest themselvesin the orders of secondnessand thirdness.The ejective
power of primal chaosis self-contained and doesnot require an external agent or first
cause. Consequently, is it incorrect to assume that Peirce's language concerning
nothingnessis fully commensuratewith more traditional conceptions.His nothingness
has the key tendency of diversification and can be understood outside of any
considerationof external divine agency.Nature naturing is thus indirectly illuminated
by the concept of a self-othering nothingness.
God is thus the primal eject of the nothingnesseven though the contour of God
remains elusive and incomplete in the early stagesof cosmogenesis.In 1906, Peirce
made it clear that the creative power of the divine is embedded in all phasesof
creation even though God does not antedatethe universe in which its own traits are
manifest [6.506]:
I am inclined to think (though I admit that there is no necessityof taking
that view) that the processof creation has been going on for an infinite
time in the past, and further, during all part time, and, further, that past
time had no definite beginning, yet came about by a processwhich in a
generalized sense, of which we cannot easily get much idea, was
development. I believe Time to be a reality, and not the figment which
Kant's nominalism proposesto explain it as being. As reality, it is due to
creative power. . . . . I think we must regard Creative Activity as an inseparableattribute of God.
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to
God'screative activity is ubiquitous throughout the orders of the world and seems
a
curious
occupies
thus
God
Peirce's
process
itself.
time
generative
ttri
of
Ue
o"t"iogi."f position. On the one hand, his God is an eject of primalchaos and emerges
;iih ;h. generalsof the universe.On the other hand' his God has tfe trait of creative
latter
activity and seemsto spawn time and the orders connected with time. On the
habit'"
of
the.action
by
[8'318]'
evolved
been
have
may
point,ireirce stated,". .-. time
iuiaiff"."ntly, God is both a p.oduct and a producer and lives somewherebetween
purechaosand ibsolute ru"ron"bl"n"ss. God thus lives on both sidesof the ontological
world
diff..ro"", in this case,the difference between finite and createdorders of the
innumerable
the
power
sustains
that
iCoO;t r;""tive qualiiy) and the creative
complexesof nature'
The creative power of world origination is tied to the categoryof firstness, that
is to the."t"gory of possibility priorlo exemplification. In- 1894 Peirce details the
prior
iu"trrit of poie firstneis as they related to the condition of the universe
""iq*
to the creation of existents[1.303]:
The pure idea of a monad is not that of an object. For an object is over
;g;iftt me. But it is much nearer an object than it is to a conception of
sJli which is still more complex. There must be some determination, or
suchness,otherwise we shall think nothing at all' But it must-not be an
abstractiuchness,for that has reference to a specialsuchness.It must be
a special suchnesswith some degree of determination, not, however,
thought as more or less. There iJ to be no comparison. So that it is a
suchnesssui generis.
quality
This specialsuchnessis not a given suchness,that is, it cannot be a first or a
at a
arrive
qualities.
cannot
We
possible
of
but must be the sheer availability
of
degrees
incremental
through
or
analogy
pure
through
suchness
of
conception
constitute
that
existents
the
of
side
.on..btu"t scope.Suchnessremains on the other
pure feeling, pure
the world. In other contexts Peirce describes this suchnessas
freshness,and pure life [cf. 1.302].
The original state of pure feeling sports variation and gives birth to habits
from
which in turn iorm into geneials.[cf. 6.33]. Is God responsiblefor the transition
growth
the
of
the
from
itself
emergent
is
dod
feeling to secondnesstoienerality or
Alpha that
creative
the
is
both
God
Peirce's
ihat
argues
OrangeDonna
univer-se?
g;r.rality in itre w6rto and the consummatory Omega that lives out of the
;;;;h;;
nWhether, for the purpose,of a_specific discussion, he
po*r, ofr""soon6lerress,
of
consideredGod as Uegi"ning or as end, Peirce;sthought led tow-arda conception
gives
birth
(1984:
thus
God
68)'
(or
reasonableness)"
God (or Reason)becoming dod
per se. It is lessclear
t"Giir as it apbro*i."t"i thr Omega point of the Reasonable
The Omega point
point
evolution.
in
divine
how we are to understand the Alpf,a
premature
against
Reason
growth
secures
and
goad
for
divine
lure
or
stands as a
where
But
seconds.
foreclosureor the chaos of sportive fielings and their emergent
itself?
point
manifest
to
begin
does
-- - the Alpha
"Peirce
embraced a process theism that allows God to be
On one r'eading,
generals'The process
eternallyself-surpassible in the face of an evolving universe of
would
argue that the
it
First,
life.
divine
the
of
features
two
stiess
reading-would
be a sign of
would
is,
God
polt t is itself somehow beyond God. That
it;;6
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something beyond itself and thus point to the summum bonum in a symmetrical
manner. it e bmega point would point back to God even though such a form of
semiosiswould be Ueiond human apprehension.Second,it would argue that God is
iir"ff in process and tirus moving toward a state of divine fulfillment. It is clear frorn
Peirce's texts that the world cin be a sign of God, iconically, indexically, and
symUoficaffy[cf. 5.1l9]. It is somewhatlessclear whether God is a sign of something
eise. T'hat is, itow does'God itself point to and illuminate the Omega point if God can
reasonableness?For David
be equated with Reason or with ihe growth of concrete
n.
God doespoint beyond itself toward love, . . God is a sign of love actively
ii.ii"t,
energiz'ingthe universe. This love, as a law, is the active power causing the changes
in the universe" (1979: 97).
In a different reading of Peirce's theism, Stanley Harrison, in a unpublished
pape, delinered before the Semiotic Society of America, argued against Orange and
if.if"t and their claim that God can be a sign of the law of love or of the summum
bonum. For Harrison, God is a dynamical object that is fully infinite and beyond all
gro*tft. In rejecting the view thai God is a sign, and thus evocativeof an extra-divine
in process.The non-process
ieferent, Hairisonlnsists that Peirce's God cannot be n.
view would take seriously a passagelike the following, . . the very meaning of the
word'God'implies, not surbly iorality, for He seemsto me to be above all selfrestraint of law, but to imply aisthetic spiritual perfection't6.5101.Consequently,the
norr-pro""rs view affirmi tirat God, as the summum bonum, is beyond all growth. It
thus does not make a sharp distinction between God and the summum bonum' Such
perfection cannot be embidded in a time processor involved in the recalcitrant and
grows
iitful *on"*ent of evolution. The processview can only make senseif God
all
beyond
is
ultimately
into something that is other than God. For Harrison, God
ninscrutable individuality" that is manifest to us indirectly
has
an
semiotic analyiis and
through human forms of community and religious experience'.
the decision as to whether or not to accipt the process view is a vexing one. If
is
God infinite, in contradistinction to James,then God seemsto have unlimited scope
ir greater ihan the sum of all the world's orders. Yet if God is not itself fully
"na
as I argue, then there must be some sense
develop-edat the beginning of cosmogenesis,
in whiih God must approiimate so*i state beyond itself. God would thus be infinite
but self-surpassable in the face to that which is also infinite but in a different respect.
In what senie, then, is the Reasonableper se' or the aestheticideal of the summum
ionu^ different from the divine who struggles to embody or actualize it? In Peirce's
unique understanding of anthropomorphism,God is in some respectslike the human
p."Jutr and exhibits It, o*n developmentalteleology.That i!, the concept of cosmic
Lvolution entails the concept of a personalcreator tcf.6.l57l. From this it seemsto
follow that God is not yet lomplete in all respectseven if infinite in scope, but not
in power.
PeirceattacksLeibniz
In a 1902discussionof mind, instinct, and consciousness,
for equating infinity with perfection and completion [7.380]:
The Deity of the Theodicee of Leibniz is as highan Instinctive mind as
can well be imagined; but it impressesa scientific reader as distinctly
inferior to the human mind. It reminds one of the view of the Greeks
that Infinitude is a defect; for although Leibniz imagines that he is
making the Divine Mind infinite, by making its knowledge Perfect and
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complete, he fails to see that in thus refusing it the powers of thought
and itre possibility of improvement he is in fact taking away something
far higher than knowledge.
For Peirce, then, infinity and growth are not incompatible concepts.Insofar as God
ir . purco", or is lite a p"rton, God improves itself over time, even though there is
.noti.t sensein which bod, as the chief exemplar of creative activity, createstime'
is
Once again we are struck with a fundamental tension within Peirce's theism. God
perhaps we may even say an eject of nature naturing, and yet the
; ;j#;a
"ature,
of giowth and the rlse of generality. God emergesfrom pure chaosbut
,rr"iilo" source
the
is- more
than
'sum' of generalsat any given stageof cosmic evolution.
f"fi"ft"el Raposa is seisitive to both the processand nonprocessreading of Peirce
atthough he ultimately sides with those who see Peirce affirming the traditional
doctriie of radical creation out of nothing. For Raposa, God is both the absolute
is
riu"tot and the ultimate end of the universe. lVhile the concept of the "Absolute"
i.r, .rn"gu.than the concept of "Godn,both conceptsor symbols point to the reality of
the Deity (1989:68):
Rather, if God as Creator and God as completely reuealed
are conceived to be infinitely distant stateso/ the universe,
its origin as a Platonic world of possibility, its terminus as
then they are most properly
fully Joncrete reasonableness,
regarded as being symbols of the Deity.
Raposa thus rejects the view that sees God as itself an ejected complex of the
of the world. God is actual at both the beginning and the end of
ffiily-;teniies
process
and cannot be an emergentreality in-the sameway that other
thJevolutionary
complexesor tfiiir thirds are emergent. For Raposa, "In t_hisselse' to say that the
il;i; a;6t-ines itself and that God createsthe world ex nihilo, is to say one and the
possibly
samething," (71). God's self-determination, as the introduction of new and
creative
original
with
the
fully
commensurate
novel trailiinto-the divine contour, is
Raposa
Harrison,
Like
into
being.
firstness
world
of
the
God
brought
which
act by
readi peirce along morJ traditional Scholastic lines and does not want to introduce
radical finitude into the divine nature or divine evolution.
The tension between an emergent and an infinite God can be ameliorated by
reshapingPeirce's conceptions in such a way irs to do justic^eto_both the ejective
qualiiy o1 CoO and to the evolving infinity of the divine life. This reconstruction
i.trr ift" processview seriouslyby insisting ihat there is somethingbeyond the divine
ttrat goadsit to eternal self-ov-ercoming.The difficult question is whether or not the
bonum is itself in process. Reiated to this is the question as to whether God
,u ir
is identical to the summum bonum or underway toward it. I argue that Peirce is not
clear on these points. Certain passagesseem to say that there is a sensein which the
bonum is itself embeddedln evolution. Consider what Peirce said in 1905
iii^"^
[5.433]:
Accordingly, the pragmaticist does not make the summum bonum to
consist in iction, buimakes it to consist in the process of evolution
whereby the existent comes more and more to embody those generals
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which were just now said to be destined, which is what we strive to
express in calling them reasonable.

On this reading, the summum bonum fully participates in the evolutionary processand
is thus immanint in the world. Using spatial metaphors, we are thus compelled to
analyze the ways in which God is a time-bound and located product of nature
naturing while living out of the lure of a higher infinite than that embodied in its own
life.
Like Tillich, Peirce rejected the view that God can be a being within the world.
Existence or secondnesswould limit the infinitude of God as manifest in thirdness.
The dyadic tensionsin the orders of existenceare not directly relevant to the divine
growtfi toward the summum bonum.Consequently, for Peirce, the divine cannot be
Iocatedwithin other orders of existencethat might limit or fragment the divine scope.
God can only be infinite insofar as secondnessis transcendedby thirdness.Yet, as we
have noted, ihere a.e two gradesof infinitude implied in Peirce'saccountof God. The
lessergrade pertains to God itself as underway toward more and more reasonableness.
The higher grade is manifest in the summum bonum which sometimesseemsto be
beyonJ g.o*th. The lesser grade of infinity is correlated to the current 'sum' of
generahln the world and exhibits the immanence of God within nature. The higher
for both
lrade of infinity is beyond all generalsand representsthe ultimate not-yet
bod and the wo;ld. Insbfar as CbA is indefinitely self-surpassable,it is becauseof the
eternal tension between the two gradesof infinity.
In denying that the trait of existenceor secondnessis directly applicable to God,
peirce makei it difficult to articulate the ways in which the divine and the world
become relevant to each other. The process metaphor of the "divine lure' is
appropriate when delineating the ways in which generals feel the pull of larger
poisiUitities that transcendatiained cosmic habits. Yet it is less clear how the divine
becomes relevant to the orders of existence themselves.Not only does this gap
between emergent thirdness and brute secondnessmake it difficult for Peirce to
develop a compelling account of evil, it makes it especiallydifficult for him to show
just how the divine is relevant to the spheresof resistancethat punctuate and threaten
ihe humatt process. Put differently, in what sensecan Peirce's God be ordinally
located wittrin nature so that the divine life has more than a bare teleological relevance
for the self?
I propose the foltowing transformations of Peirce'scategorical schemeso that
his docirinl of God can become more compelling outside of the context of his
perspective. Instead of speaking of the three categories 1s thgV may or may not be
lxnibitea in the Alpha and ttte 6mega that govern the divine life, we should speak of
different divine dimensions.In the first divine dimension, God is located within the
orders of the world and fully participates in existence, space, and time. In this
dimension, God is a product of nature naturing and thus belongsamong the ordersof
nature natured. As one order among innumerable others, the divine is fragmented by
the scope and power of other orders. In this sense, God is finite and correlated to
secondness.In this dimension, God is experienced as a fragmented origin that
competeswith other origins for a share of the power within the world. As noted by
Jamis, such a God needJthe energiesof the human processto fulfill its role in giving
shapeio its own life. Put in different terms, the first divine dimension is manifest in
epiphanies of power that stand on the fringes of our normal semiotic life. Such
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sacramentalorders transform the human process and move it beyond intra-worldly
semiosis.
In the second divine dimension, God is still an order within the world but is
manifest as a fragmented goal that moves the self and the community toward the
future. peirce's "would be'ii transformed into an eschatological moment that radically
is
alters the conditions of social interaction. In a sense, this second dimension
coirelated to Peirce's concept of the community of inquirers with the important
difference that the teleologiial theory of truth is replaced by th9 infinite suspension
of the not-yet. Progress iJnot measwed in terms of an approximation toward truth
of the not-yet that enablesthe
in the infinite long run but in terms of the restlessness
feel the lure of expectation'
and
of
origin
temptations
the
ovJrcome
to
community
ift. iiiri"nO seconddivine dimensionsremain in dialectical tension as the claims of
origin are challenged by the claims of expectation.In both of thesedimensions,God
is iinite and embedded wittrin the secondsof the world. More importantly, God
profound limits to its scope and integrity and longs for an internal
.*p.ii.n..t
transformationthat will fulfill the divine life.
In the third divine dimension, God is infinite in the lessergrade noted above.
ground for
is,
That God is not only one order among others but lives as the sustaining
of nature
is
an
eject
God
as
Insofar
the innumerable orders of nature natured.
is
coextensive
God
dimension,
its
third
in
Yet
intra-worldly.
be
must
n.iuritU, God
wittr atfof the orders of the world and secutesthem againstthe threat of non-being'
ground
Invoking the languageof Tillich, this is the dimension of God that lives as the
of being-.es thJ ground of being God is infinite in scope and yet eternally self,orp..riUf.. In saying that God is Jelf-surpassableit is implied that there is something
growth (cf'
riti"-Oiuin. in itrJ face of which God is goaded toward its own
bonum that
summum
is
the
this
process
Peirce,
reading of
l99l). In the
itself'
process
divine
the
and
human
the
fives bifore both
Secondly, the third divine dimension is manifest in the growth of concrete
-oitinlton
wittrin the world. In addition to securing all orders against the threat
reasonablenesj
oinon-Ueing, God goadsall generalsinto their own forms of self-surpassingso that
iha growth oT neason is guarinteed. Divine love for the orders of the world emerges
generals to
ooi lf tftu third divine dimension and this love enables all orders and all
irruption
the
welcomes
love
attain their internal goals.At the sametime' this divine
thirds.
to
emergent
relevant
become
to
thsm
world
enables
and
oinonet traits into thi
In the fourth divine dimension, God experiencesthe Omegapoint that lives as
the lure for its own life. God standsbefore a higher infinite that gives it the'space'
within which to surpassitself. The Reasonableper se is in a sensebeyond God in-its
four dimensions and fives as an encompassingmeasure for the divine life. The divine
tiavail in the face of the Omega point empoo"ers and quickens all of the divine
airensions, so that they can becomepermeableto the not-yet of the summumbonum.
God's restlesrnestgo"ds the worlds of firstness, secondness,and thirdness toward
fulfillment and transParencY.
My solution to the question of the nature of the summum bonum is that it is
world'
beyondivolution yet remains strongly relevant to the evolving generalsin the
in .y ru"otttruction of Peirce, an effort has been made to be sensitive to these two
aspeits. The summum bonum is that which lures the divine beyond itself and is thus
in'on. sensebeyond the divine life. Yet its strong relevance to the innumerable
point operative in
secondsand emergent thirds of the world makes the Omega
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intraworldly evolution. God, in its four dimensions, lives on both sides of the
ontological difference and is thus strongly relevant to the evolution of concrete
reasonableness.
Yet, at the sametime, God lives out of the not-yet of its own Omega
point and experiences its own eternal travail in the face of that which is forever
beyond its reach. While God is surely in processin all of its dimensions, the summum
bonum both is and is not in process.In a striking sense,the Omega point remains a
mystery both to the finite human processand to God who must struggle against the
inertia in its own life. Insofar as God respondsto the ultimate not-yet, it lives as a
model for human evolution and thus infuses the human processwith its own form of
restlessness.
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